**OCTOMORE/6_167 - SCOTTISH BARLEY**

The world’s most heavily peated whisky. This is the 6th edition of the Uber-Experimental Cult Octomore. Titanic amounts of peat but with a light, delicate complexity and a beguiling finesse. Young, yet eminently mature. It defies us. It remains an enigma. We embrace that.

Here, we pay tribute to its pedigree. To the land from which it came and the raw materials that gave it life: Octomore Scottish Barley.

We believe in challenging convention.

**Character**

Magnificently muscular. Most heavily peated malts are so dry and phenolic there is little else to spark the senses. Not so this young warrior who arouses pride and passion, transporting you to that most famous rock in the Atlantic Ocean – Islay – the beating heart of the Hebrides.

**Colour**

Autumn sunshine/ Citrine

**Nose**

The first waves bring a combination of sea spray, spindrift, wet sea weed and hints of oily iodine. Then peat smoke with cracked black peppercorn and as the spirit reveals itself, stunning notes of heather flowers, lemon balm and water mint. It’s like watching a spiritual weaver create a tapestry from the Hebrides itself.

**Palate**

As the spirit breathes in the glass a subtle change takes place. Rising steadily comes the crisp, malted barley then the sweet oak, giving notes of vanilla, toasted rye bread and walnuts. Add a burst of fresh lime, poached apple and pear from distillation whilst always in the background the steady rhythm of the sea painting pictures in your mind of a people and place who know that single malt is the stuff of life, sustaining them for generations.

**Finish**

The senses will celebrate this genial, warm, thrilling experience long after the glass is empty. You will know that you have been on a journey by the warmth in your heart and the spirit in your soul.

**Mood**

Welcome to the world of progressive Hebridean distillers.

**Sixth Annual Release.**

**Bruichladdich**
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Jim McEwan
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